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Abstract
The  transportation  sector  generates  a  significant  share  of  greenhouse  gas  emissions 
globally, and as we face the climate crisis, the transportation sector needs a fundamental 
transition.  Also,  new  and  emerging  mobility  technologies  and  services  are  creating 
pressure for the transition. There is a general perspective that new mobility technologies 
can  help  in  reaching  the  emission  reduction  targets.  However,  the  development  of 
emerging technologies  has multiple  uncertainties,  and they tend to create disruptions, 
which  may  have  various  unforeseen  positive  and  negative  consequences.  Traditional 
methods in transportation planning are not enough to govern complex socio-economical 
transitions and the uncertainties that they bring, so new future-oriented methodologies, 
such as  scenario  planning,  are  needed.  Scenarios  has traditionally  been developed by 
experts, but because the transport system affects everyone's life, people should have the 
possibility to participate in the discussion related to the future development.

This study examines if non-experts are capable of participating in scenario building and 
how  they  experience  participation.  The  study  combines  intuitive  logics  scenario 
methodology with non-expert participation.  The process began with scenario building, 
and four scenario narratives were formed based on a scenario matrix. It was followed by 
two virtual  citizen  panels  for  a  non-expert  audience,  where  participants  were  able  to 
comment on scenario narratives and reflect on emerging technologies' impacts on their 
everyday lives.

Scenarios highlight that the development of mobility services depends on various features 
and driving forces, which are partially external to the transportation system. They reveal 
various  uncertainties,  which  the  development  may  bring,  and  they  can  help  identify 
different  pathways  and points  that  might  require  distinct  governance  actions.  Citizen 
panels showed that non-experts are capable of contributing to scenario building and bring 
valuable insights that expert might not recognize but help to improve the quality of the 
scenarios. Participants gave validation to scenarios and proved that they are plausible and 
different enough from each other. Based on the citizen panels, people find participation in 
discussions  related  to  the future  of  the  transportation  system very  valuable.  Findings 
encourage to further develop participatory envisioning processes and include them to into 
governance models.

Keywords  Mobility services, participatory foresight, responsible innovation, scenarios, 
future of mobility, transportation system
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Tiivistelmä
Liikennesektori  tuottaa  suuren  osan  maailman  kasvihuonepäästöistä  ja  ilmastokriisin 
kourissa, on selvä, että liikennejärjestelmän on muututtava merkittävästi. Samaan aikaan 
erilaiset  uudet  liikkumisteknologiat  ja  palvelut  tuovat  paineita  liikennejärjestelmän 
muutokselle. Yleisesti nähdään, että nämä uudet teknologiat voivat osaltaan kontribuoida 
liikenteen  päästövähennyksiin,  mutta  kehityskulkuihin  liittyy  useita  epävarmuuksia  ja 
uudet teknologiat tuovat yleensä tullessaan erilaisia positiivisia ja negatiivisia seurauksia, 
joita ei ole ennalta osattu odottaa. Liikennesuunnittelun perinteiset työkalut eivät sovellu 
monimutkaisten  sosiaalis-taloudellisten  murrosten  ja  niihin  liittyvien  epävarmuuksien 
hallintaan,  joten  tarvitaan  uusia  tulevaisuusorientoituneita  menetelmiä,  kuten 
skenaariosuunnittelu.  Skenaarioita  laaditaan  yleensä  asiantuntijoiden  toimesta,  mutta 
koska  liikkumisjärjestelmä  vaikuttaa  meidän  kaikkien  elämään  jokaisella  pitäisi  olla 
mahdollisuus osallistua keskusteluihin tulevaisuuden kehityksestä.

Tässä  tutkimuksessa  selvitettiin  pystyvätkö  maallikot  osallistumaan  skenaarioiden 
laadintaan  ja  millaiseksi  he  osallistumisen  kokevat.  Tutkimuksessa  yhdistetään 
intuitiiviseen  logiikkaan  perustuva  skenaariomenetelmä  maallikoiden  osallistumiseen. 
Prosessi  alkoi  neljän  tulevaisuusnarratiivin  laatimisella,  mitä  seurasi  kaksi  virtuaalista 
maallikoille  suunnattua  kansalaispaneelia,  joissa  osallistujilla  oli  mahdollisuus 
kommentoida  narratiiveja  ja  reflektoida  uusien  liikkumispalveluiden  vaikutuksia 
arkeensa.

Prosessin  tuloksena  syntyneet  skenaariot  korostavat,  että  liikkumispalveluiden 
kehitykseen  vaikuttavat  monet  erilaiset  tekijät  ja  ajurit,  jotka  eivät  itsessään  liity 
liikkumiseen. Skenaariot paljastavat useita epävarmuuksia, joita kehitykseen liikkuu ja ne 
voivat auttaa tunnistamaan erilaistia kehityskulkuja ja kohtia, joihin kannattaa kohdistaa 
erityisiä ohjaustoimia. Kansalaispaneelit osoittivat, että maallikot pystyvät osallistumaan 
skenaarioiden  laatimiseen  ja  tarjoamaan  tärkeitä  näkökulmia,  joita  asiantuntijat  eivät 
välttämättä  osaa  ottaa  huomioon,  mutta  jotka  parantavat  skenaarioiden  laatua. 
Osallistumisen  ansiosta  skenaariot  voitiin  myös  validoida  mahdollisiksi  ja  keskenään 
riittävän erilaisiksi.  Kansalaispaneelien  perusteella  osallistujat  kokivat  tämän kaltaisen 
liikenteen  tulevaisuuskeskustelun  erittäin  arvokkaaksi.  Löydökset  kannustavat 
kehittämään vuorovaikutteisia visiointiprosesseja edelleen ja liittämään ne kiinteämmin 
osaksi hallinnon prosesseja.

Avainsanat  Liikkumisen palvelut, vuorovaikutteinen ennakointi, vastuullinen 
innovointi, skenaariot, liikkumisen tulevaisuus
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1 Introduction

The  transportation  sector  generates  a  significant  share  of  greenhouse  gas  emission 
globally. In Finland, transportation is in charge of about 25 per cent of total emissions. 
Ninety-four per cent of domestic transportation emissions come from road transportation, 
and 54 per cent of them come from personal vehicles. As we face the climate crisis, there is  
a  clear  need  to  cut  down on  these  emissions.  National  emission  reduction  targets  for 
transportation in Finland are a 50 per cent cut compared to 2005 emissions until 2030 
and  zero  emissions  in  2045  (The  Ministry  of  Transportation  and  Communications  of 
Finland, 2021). In Finland, it is important to address other challenges that simultaneously 
pose pressure for changes in the transportation system. Finland is a relatively sparsely 
populated  country  with  long  distances,  making  it  rather  difficult  to  organize  efficient 
transportation services throughout the country  (Eckhardt  et al., 2018). When decreasing 
transport-related  emissions,  it  is  important  to  address  the  social  impacts,  which 
transformations can cause for accessibility and safety, for example.

Various technological developments, such as digitalization, automation and servitization, 
are changing the transportation sector and upbringing new kinds of services, modes and 
technologies.  New  innovations  are  emerging  in  fuel  and  energy  technologies,  vehicle 
connectivity,  automation,  and  intelligent  transportation  management  (Docherty  et  al., 
2018; Mladenović, 2019). New transportation modes and services have appeared in the 
transportation sector with escalating pace during the last 30 years. These modes include 
services such as ride-sharing, car-sharing, electric vehicles, MaaS services, ticketing and 
multimodal  packaging  and  various  micro-mobility  services,  such  as  bike-sharing  and 
electric scooters (Shaheen and Cohen, 2019; Pangbourne et al., 2020; Tan and Tamminga, 
2021)

The transportation system can be described as a socio-technical system (Geels, 2012). The 
transportation  sector  needs  a  fundamental  transition  to  reach  targets  related  to 
environmental, social, and economic sustainability (Geels et al., 2017). and to achieve the 
transition, systemic changes are required  (Auvinen & Tuominen, 2014). Simultaneously, 
various mobility technologies and services and user-level perspectives, such as diversifying 
needs  and  requirements,  challenge  the  transportation  system.  The  situation  can  be 
described  through  a  multi-level  perspective,  a  framework  to  analyze  socio-technical 
transitions (Geels, 2012). According to Geels (2012) "transitions are non-linear processes 
that result from the interplay of multiple developments at three analytical levels: niches 
(the  locus  for  radical  innovations),  socio-technical  regimes  (the  locus  of  established 
practices  and  associated  rules),  and  an  exogenous  socio-technical  landscape".  In  the 
transportation  sector,  climate  change  and changing  user  preferences  are  changing  the 
socio-technical  landscape  (Geels,  2012;  Upham  et  al.,  2015) and  opening  windows  for 
emerging technologies to enter the regimes from the niche level (Docherty et al., 2018).

Amongst transportation experts, decision-makers, developers and researchers, there is a 
shared view that these new technologies can help with reaching the sustainability goals 
(The Ministry  of  Transportation and Communications  of  Finland,  2021).  However,  the 
great  variety  of these innovations and their  combined implications  in both system and 
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user-level perspectives (Geels, 2012, Upham et al., 2015) and their non-linear and possibly 
disruptive  development  cause  significant  uncertainties  in  estimating  their  impacts 
(Docherty et al., 2018). Given the sustainability goals, these implications matter, especially 
in the context  of  climate  action and distributive  effects  across  population and regions. 
Although technologies are drivers of  transitions and create  struggle trying to enter the 
regime (Geels, 2020), technologies themselves do not cause changes. It happens only when 
people  adopt  these  new technologies  and start  using them  (Pinch & Bijker,  2012) and 
people's attitudes towards new mobility technologies can vary significantly (Upham et al., 
2015).  There  is  a  need  to  improve  the  governance  of  emerging  technologies  to 
simultaneously  create  an  innovation-friendly  environment  and  ensure  that  new 
technologies  are  adapted  socially  just  way,  avoiding  undesirable  consequences 
(Mladenović, 2019).

In order to grasp the non-linear nature of development, foresight activities and scenario 
analysis  are  widely  recognized as  important  component in  transition  management  and 
governing  emerging  technologies  (Soria-Lara  & Banister,  2017, Lyons,  2015).  It  is  not 
enough to  just  envision the  future,  but  the  development  of  the  emerging  technologies 
should be governed,  and the focus has to be also on the innovation process itself.  The 
concept  of  responsible  innovation  has  been  developed  (Stilgoe  et  al.,  2013) for  this 
purpose, and foresight has a role in that. The idea is that while developing innovations and 
new  technologies,  developers  should  address  that  they  are  not  only  about  technical 
solutions, but they are both socially and politically constituted and may have significant 
impacts on the surrounding societies  and environment.  The framework for responsible 
innovation  builds  upon  four  dimensions:  anticipation,  reflexivity,  inclusion  and 
responsiveness, highlighting the roles of “speculation about technological options beyond 
the path dependence from the existing system” (Mladenović & Stead, 2021) and broader 
engagement  of  different  parties,  experts,  stakeholders  and  laypeople  in  the  process. 
(Stilgoe et al., 2013).

Engagement  and  participation,  and  especially  non-expert  participation,  has  gained 
growing interest within the field of future studies during the last decade (Soria-Lara et al., 
2021,   Nikolova,  2013).  There  are  three  different  rationales  behind  enabling  wider 
participation;  cognitive,  constructive  and  political  rationales.  Within  cognitive 
participants, especially laypeople, are engaged to bring in all relevant information. Within 
constructive  rationale,  participants  are  framed  as  agents  of  change  who  can  not  only 
envision the  future  but  also shape it.  The political  rationale  is  driven by the  desire  of 
increasing  processes'  legitimacy  since  the  vision  is  built  by  a  larger  group.  (Bauer  & 
Pregernig, 2013).

This  study  aims  to  grasp  the  uncertainties  and build  scenarios  of  mobility  services  in 
Finland 2030.  Scenarios  are  created  using  the  intuitive  logics  method and non-expert 
participation. The future of mobility is a relatively complex topic. There is scepticism in the 
literature about non-experts ability to contribute to this topic, or at least there is a lack of 
literature  about  that  (Milakis  et  al.,  2017),  However,  since  the  development  of  the 
transportation system has significant impacts on everyone's life, everyone should have the 
right to participate in the discussion. This study aims to fill that gap and tie foresight and 
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non-expert participation together and examine if non-experts are capable of and willing to 
contribute to discussion about discussion of future mobility services.

In  the  following  chapters,  this  thesis  tries  to  bridge  the  transition  management  and 
responsible  with  participatory  foresight  and provides  scenarios  for  the  development of 
mobility services in Finland until  the year 2030. Chapter 2 include a brief background 
about  responsible  innovation  and  state-of-the-art  use  of  intuitive  logics  method  in 
participatory scenario building within the field of mobility.  Chapter 3 goes through the 
study  methodologies  in  scenario  building  and  non-expert  engagement,  and  the  main 
findings and discussion about the study are shown in chapter 4. Chapter 5 will end with 
concluding remarks about the study and suggestions for future research.

The  purpose  of  this  study  is  not  to  provide  a  comprehensive  view  for  the  future 
development  of  mobility  services  but  to  highlight  the  advantages  which  participatory 
foresight methodologies can provide to the field.  The main goal  is  to  highlight various 
uncertainties within the potential development paths and anticipate which kind of positive 
and negative consequences emerging technologies and socio-technical  transitions might 
bring.
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2 Background

2.1 Responsible Innovation

There is a clear need for a fundamental transformation in the transportation system to 
reach  sustainability  goals.  New technologies  can  help  in  this  while  bringing  economic 
benefits and increasing service levels, so it is important to create an innovation-friendly 
environment while simultaneously ensuring that new technologies are adapted in a socially 
just way (Mladenović, 2019). This creates tension, which is not possible to overcome with 
traditional  governance actions.  Transportation systems are socio-technical  systems that 
consists  of  a  “cluster  of  aligned  elements:  artifacts,  knowledge,  markets,  regulation, 
cultural meaning, infrastructure, maintenance networks, supply networks, etc.”  (Auvinen 
&  Tuominen,  2014).  In  order  to  create  a  transition  towards  sustainability,  systemic 
changes are required (Geels, 2012). Transportation planning is generally future-oriented, 
but it has focused mostly on analyzing and extrapolating past trends and forecasting future 
trends.  An example  of  future  analysis  within the  field  is  transport  volume forecasting. 
(Auvinen  &  Tuominen,  2014).  With  this  approach,  it  is  difficult  to  grasp  the  socio-
economical transition and the uncertainties that it creates and even more difficult to plan 
it.  It  requires  future-oriented  system-level  thinking  and  more  future-oriented 
methodologies, such as scenario planning (Lyons, 2015).

Implications of new mobility technologies are challenging to estimate. However, they have 
the potential to cause a significant ecological, societal and economic impacts. In order to 
assess these impact, it is crucial not only to assess the technologies themselves but also the  
wider systems, with which technologies may co-evolve (Stilgoe 2017). New technologies are 
not  developed  in  a  vacuum,  but  the  surrounding  society  is  affecting  the  development 
process. The innovation process is often viewed as a linear process starting from basic 
research  following  by  applied  research,  technological  development  and  product 
development,  ending  to  production  and  usage.   However,  the  process  is  much  more 
complicated.  The  developmental  process  of  technological  artefacts  happens  through 
alternations of variation and selection (Pinch & Bijker, 2012). Technological development 
does not when the new technology is launched. The traditional view sees that technologies 
get some kind of public reaction, have some impacts, shape attitudes and finally create a 
need for a regulatory response (Cohen et al., 2018). The development of new technologies 
is a multi-directional social process; when they face a problem, there is pressure to develop 
the artefact  or technology further. The development of a product happens so that each 
problem,  defined  by  each  social  group,  has  several  solutions.  Problems,  which  can  be 
technological and juridical and even moral ones, may have multiple solutions, which also 
have  different  dimensions,  similar  to  the  problems.  Balancing  between  problems  and 
solutions  lead  to  growing  and diminishing  degrees  of  stabilization,  leading  to  a  stable 
condition. The stabilization happens when the relevant social groups see that the problem 
is  solved.  (Pinch  &  Bijker,  2012).  Also,  the  values  and  norms  of  surrounding  society 
influence different artefacts, and they are in a way solidified in stabilized technologies.

Simultaneously  as  the  surrounding  society  shapes  the  emerging  technologies,  these 
technologies also shape the surrounding society. Technologies do not just follow a set of 
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existing social rules, but it is a set of practices that generate new rules (Stilgoe, 2017a), and 
similarly,  they  can  have  implications  in  the  (re)distribution  of  societal  benefits  and 
burdens  (Stilgoe 2017b). There are always those who benefit from new technologies and 
those who may suffer from them. The governance of emerging technologies is challenging 
because  issues  to  be  considered do not  usually  fit  the  existing institutional  structures.  
Typical problems in the governmental assessment of innovation are that it concentrates 
mainly on formal risk assessment and does little to identify many profound impacts that 
innovations may later  cause.  (Stilgoe et  al.,  2013).  The impacts these new technologies 
create,  do not  stop when technologies  have reached stability,  but  they might still  pose 
changes for example, the political  system  (Geels,  2020). Another neglected issue is the 
public concern, which typically focuses on the purposes and motivations of research and 
development. These problems do not mean that actors individually would be irresponsible. 
However, the problem has been that the complexity of science and innovation systems 
creates organized irresponsibility and inability to address these issues. (Stilgoe et al., 2013)

It is also worth noticing that while in the early stage of technological development, it would 
be  relatively  easy  to  affect  development direction.  However,  at  that  point  in  time,  the 
consequences  are  still  unforeseen.  Then  in  later  phases  of  the  development,  when 
consequences  are  more  apparent,  technologies  have  become  societally  embedded  and 
created lock-ins, which are difficult to overcome (Blok and Lemmens, 2015). This is called 
Collingridge’s  dilemma  of  control  that  has  provided  a  basis  for  discussion  about 
responsible  innovation.  Collingridge  (1981) stated  that  “The  social  consequences  of  a 
technology cannot be predicted early in the life of the technology. By the time undesirable 
consequences are discovered, however, the technology is often so much part of the whole 
economic and social fabric that its control is extremely difficult. This is the dilemma of 
control. When change is easy, the need for it cannot be foreseen; when the need for change 
is apparent, change has become expensive, difficult and time consuming”. This dilemma of 
control results from a “combination of an information problem at the earlier stages and a 
power problem at the later stages of development” (Blok and Lemmens, 2015).

How then to govern emerging technologies? Stilgoe et al. (2013) propose a framework for 
responsible  innovation  as  a  solution  for  this.  Framework’s  idea  is  “to  extend  the 
governance  discussion  to  encompass  questions  of  uncertainty,  purposes,  motivations, 
social  and political  constitutions,  trajectories  and directions  of  innovation”.  It  helps to 
move  out  from technological  determinism,  seeing  technology  as  an  unstoppable  force, 
reshaping  societies  to  fit  its  demands,  unintended consequences,  and  giving  room for 
discussion  and  speculation  about  uncertainties  and  both  desirable  and  undesirable 
consequences. (Stilgoe et al., 2013) 

Responsible  innovation can be seen as  a  way  of  embedding deliberation in innovation 
processes.  It  consists  of  four  dimensions:  anticipation,  reflexivity,  inclusion  and 
responsiveness. According to Stilgoe et al. (2013) anticipation prompts to ask “what if…?” 
questions. It is a critique of the top-down risk-based models of governance, which cope 
only  slightly  with  social,  ethical  and  political  dimensions  of  technoscientific  advances.  
Anticipation  tends  to  increase  resilience  by  widening  the  discussion  from  risk-based 
estimations toward considering contingencies and what is known, what is likely, what is 
plausible and what is possible.  (Stilgoe et al., 2013). 
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Reflexivity,  in the context of responsible innovation means, that scientist  have to open 
their self-critique, which is a normal approach in the scientific realm, to be more public. At 
the  institutional  level,  reflexivity  means  that  professionals  have  to  analyze  their  own 
activities,  commitments  and  assumptions,  recognize  their  limit  of  knowledge  and 
understand  their  framings  of  issues  that  may  not  be  universally  held.  In  addition  to 
researchers,  reflexivity  has to take place  in different levels  of  research and in different 
organizations, such as research funders, regulators and other institutions related to science 
governance. Reflexivity demands openness and leadership within science and innovation 
cultures and asks scientists to blur the boundary between their role responsibilities and 
broader moral responsibilities. (Stilgoe et al., 2013).

Inclusion has been concerned as a critical part of the search for the legitimacy of science 
and innovation, and different stakeholders and the wider public has been engaged in the 
processes. However, inclusion contains a risk that it  only reinforce existing relations of 
professional power and deficit knowledge of the public. For that reason, it is important to 
pay  attention  to  framings  and  assumptions  which  guide  participation.  Because  the 
inclusion process inevitably includes the dimension of power, and different parties may 
have different views, the discussion should be extended to consider the whole frame of the 
participatory process itself. The inclusion process should account for three-point criteria: 
intensity – the timing and composition of engagement; openness – the diversity of the 
group; and quality of the gravity and continuity of the discussion. (Stilgoe et al., 2013).

Responsiveness means the innovation process’s capacity to change shape or direction in 
response to stakeholder and public values and changing circumstances. In the context of 
responsible innovation, responsiveness includes it to meanings, to react and to answer. It 
involves responding to new knowledge as it emerges and to emerging perspectives, views 
and norms. (Stilgoe et al., 2013).

Stilgoe et al. (2013) emphasize that responsible innovation requires integration of all four 
dimensions. Although they might seem to be reinforcing, they may also be in tension with 
one another. The responsible innovation framework can be understood as a cycle, where 
each section anticipation, inclusion, reflexivity and responsiveness follow each other. The 
discussion may raise vital connections with a political economy left out in conventional 
processes. (Cohen et al., 2018). 

The  cyclical  logic  of  responsible  innovation  enables  learning,  and  possible  shortages 
noticed during the process can be fixed during the next round of iteration  (Cohen et al., 
2018). This approach challenges the typical means of assessment, usually focusing on the 
products of innovation and, in particular, its risks. Emphasis on social learning recognizes 
that the public concern is not related only to the risks but also how and why innovations 
happen.  (Stilgoe, 2017a). It is also about reframing responsible innovation “as a location 
for making sense of the move from the governance of risk to the governance of innovation 
itself”  (Stilgoe  et  al.,  2013).  However,  the  cycle  is  not  always  the  case,  especially  with 
transformative  innovation.  For  example,  agricultural  biotechnology  created  strong 
reactions amongst the public,  which had downstream implications for the trajectory  of 
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innovation. That is why it is  important to emphasize that anticipation exercises do not 
reinforce a perception of technological determinism. (Cohen et al., 2018). 

The concept of responsible innovation has gained also critique from researchers. Blok and 
Lemmens  (2015) address that one weakness of the concept of responsible innovation is 
that  it  presupposes  symmetry  between  moral  agents  and  moral  addressees,  i.e.  that 
“stakeholders should be able to listen to others, to be empathetic about the interests of 
others,  to  take  the  perspective  or  standpoint  of  the  other”.  However,  the  innovation 
process is full of information asymmetries and investment imbalances, and because they 
give  innovators  competitive  advantages,  the  presupposed  symmetry  is  very  unlikely 
achieved.  Moreover,  because  innovations  are  about  searching  for  new  and  innovative 
solutions,  they  annihilate  and  destroy  old  rules  and  order.  “The  positive  impact  of 
innovation  and  contribution  to  the  public  good  is  therefore  accompanied  by  negative 
impacts  elsewhere”,  which  can  be  problematic  or  make  the  concept  of  responsible 
innovation seem naïve  (Blok and Lemmens, 2015).  This  dilemma makes it  particularly 
important to practice anticipation, so these impacts would not be unintended but rather 
unanticipated (Mladenović, 2019).

Different foresight activities have been helpful in responsible innovation, but there is still 
room for improvement. Cohen et al. (2018) point out that the aim at foresight is not only to 
predict how the world would look like with new technologies but also to “draw attention to 
a  set  of  currently  neglected questions as a  foundation for  a  constructive  discussion on 
technology governance”.  Foresight  can also  clarify  which  kind of  roles different  bodies 
should  take  concerning  the  new technologies.  According  to  Jasanoff  (2003) predictive 
methods have severe limitations. Firstly, they focus on the known at the expense of the 
unknown,  overstating  the  well-defined  short-term  risks  but  overlooking  the  long-term 
ones. Second, predictive analyses are carried out primarily by experts, which leaves the 
normative presumptions out of the public debate. Third, technology analyses happen in 
specific  frames,  and  their  ability  to  internalize  challenges  outside  that  frame  is  very 
limited. For example, the synergistic effects of many technologies may be disregarded. The 
problem is  not  only  about  lack  of  knowledge but  also  lack  of  sufficient  processes  and 
methods  to  supplement  the  gap  between  predictions  and  what  people  experience 
important. (Jasanoff 2003). It is important to notice that imaginaries of the future do not 
only help to predict the future, but they shape desirable futures and organize resources 
towards  them. Risks  of  technological  determinism and reifying the future  lies  in these 
processes lies. To address the problems, anticipation should be participatory. Participation 
is an excellent way to expand the future horizon. In addition to participatory activities, the 
anticipation must also be well-timed in order for them to be effective. They have to take 
place early enough to be constructive but late enough to be meaningful.  (Stilgoe et al., 
2013).

2.2 Participation

Anticipation and foresight are essential components of governing emerging technologies. 
The  foresight  process,  and  especially  participatory  foresight,  is  seen  as  a  helpful  tool 
informing  decision-makers  to  formulate  future  policies  when  there  are  difficulties  in 
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identifying  and  interpreting  the  relevant  knowledge.  (Nikolova,  2013).  However,  the 
discussion about the anticipation of new mobility technologies concerns primarily only the 
necessity of collaboration between technology developers and local governments  (Stilgoe 
2017b), and the role of ordinary people is forgotten  (Jasanoff 2003). From the point of 
view of democracy, people should have the possibilities to impact matters influencing their 
lives.  The  transportation  system  has  impacts  on  people's  everyday  life,  so  public 
participation should be  part  of  transport  system’s future development.  Simultaneously, 
governance has become more complex as new communication technologies and wider data 
availability  have  raised  citizens'  awareness  and  increased  demand  for  democratizing 
decision-making (Nikolova, 2013).

Simply put, there are two kinds of foresight approaches, exploratory and normative. In 
exploratory foresight, the future is a context whose characteristics should be anticipated in 
order to be prepared for what might happen. The products of exploratory foresight are 
probabilistic analyses. Normative foresight is more goal-oriented as it aims to find ways for 
agents to impact current development to steer them according to some idea, goal or norm. 
(Nikolova, 2013). 
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Values  are  very  attached  in  normative  foresight,  and  a  question  of  power  has  to  be 
addressed  because  shaping  reality  requires  resources  and  management.  In  order  to 
democratize  foresight  processes,  the  participatory  approach  has  been  emphasized 
(Nikolova, 2013). In general, there are two ways of participation: expertise dialogue and 
social  dialogue.  Expertise  dialogue  means  promoting  inter-disciplinary  cooperation  in 
order to break the silos between various branches. The goal is to understand the concerned 
issue better by combining different views. This may be not easy because many fields have 
specialized  so  deeply  that  they  can  hardly  communicate.  Social  dialogue  aims  at  the 
inclusion of stakeholders in a public discussion to induce cooperation and inform citizen 
on the main issues under decision-making. The goal is also to fill the gaps in knowledge 
and gain viewpoints, which are not typically involved in the decision-making process to 
better understand possible and preferable futures.  Participants can be both, laypeople or 
non-experts who do not have specific knowledge about the issue concerned, but interest in 
it or may be affected by its future consequences, or specialists in some other fields, than 
those usually seen important included in foresight exercises. They are called "inclusion of 
agents,  which  have traditionally  been considered 'external'  for the foresight  endeavor". 
(Nikolova, 2013). Moreover, to evaluate the desirability of the technologies, they have to be 
considered in their socially and thus morally embedded form, not in isolation from the 
surrounding society  (Swierstra et al.,  2009). When forming policies related to emerging 
technologies,  laypeople's  'socially  robust'  knowledge is important  as it  provides needed 
broader image of everyday life and developments'  impacts to that  (Gudowsky & Peissl, 
2016). 

Imaginaries  of  the  future  do  not  only  help  to  predict  the  future,  but  they  also  shape 
desirable futures and organize resources towards them (Stilgoe et al., 2013). Then arises 
the  question  of  who  can  participate  in  foresight  activities  because  the  features  of 
envisioned  futures  may  consist  of  aspects  valued  by  people  who  participated  in  the 
envisioning process and leave out aspects valued by others, and even make those features 
even more inaccessible in the future (Gudowsky & Peissl, 2016). Non-expert participation 
and  a  broad  spectrum  of  views  and  values  in  foresight  increase  the  quality  of  future 
imaginaries “hence their potential use in decision-making, resulting in a better future for 
everybody, both experts and layman”. (Snijders & van der Duin, 2017).

However, in the context of complicated transitions, participatory foresight activities cannot 
be considered to cover the whole future landscape. They lay only the foundation to elicit 
public values and social needs, which have to be enriched with various forms of scientific 
knowledge  and  broader  stakeholder  engagement  (Gudowsky  &  Peissl,  2016).  Usually, 
participatory foresight activities do not aim to formulate objective accounts, but it is rather 
an  “exploration  of  participants'  experience,  understandings,  perceptions,  and  views” 
(Kaivo-oja, 2017). The approach has its limitation as the result depends on participants' 
capability  to  articulate  their  thoughts  and experiences.  Researchers  have to  be  able  to 
reflect and analyze take these abilities and their relation to the research issue. (Kaivo-oja, 
2017).

Kaivo-oja (2017) identifies typical sources of subjective biases in participatory foresight: (1) 
group-thinking,  (2)  homogenous  social  and  cultural  backgrounds,  (3)  overcoming 
overconfidence, (4) confirmation bias (not testing ideas), (5) hindsight bias (our readiness 
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not to learn from experiences), (6) expert bias (readiness to rely too much on experts), (7) 
randomness bias (readiness to invent the existence of unjustified causal relationships), (8) 
sunk-cost bias (too optimistic and wishful thinking about vested stakeholder options and 
interests),  (9)  self-serving bias  (people  attribute  their  successes  to  internal  or personal 
factors but attribute their  failures to situational  factors beyond their  control),  and (10) 
commitment  bias  (tendency  to  invest  additional  resources  in  an  apparently  losing 
proposition, influenced by effort, money, and time already invested). 

Who  then  should  be  engaged  in  anticipation  processes?  There  are  always  different 
assumptions made with choosing the groups. Bauer & Pregernig (2013) state that usually, 
participants represent different backgrounds and named in a specific context, and there 
are certain expectations and different logics and justifications for why those chosen actors 
are involved or excluded. They name three different rationales behind selection process: 
cognitive, constructive and political rationales.

Within  the  cognitive  rationale,  participation  has  instrumental  value.  Participants  are 
engaged “to bring in all relevant information, secure a variety of perspectives and, in the 
end, guarantee the reliability of the results”  (Bauer & Pregernig, 2013). Experts, in this 
case, academic or industry, are engaged to bring the current state of knowledge instead of 
their  interests.  Within  this  rationale,  layperson  engagement  is  used  to  bring  'purer' 
knowledge  because  of  participants'  lack  of  deeper  technological  knowledge.  (Bauer  & 
Pregernig, 2013). Laypeople are also seen not to be so tied to visualize futures linearly, so 
they have the capability to envision more disruptive futures than experts (Soria-Lara et al., 
2021).

Within the constructive rationale foresight processes are seen to have value in the social 
shaping of science and technology and not only doing assessments. In these processes, 
participation is in the long run seen as engagement, which after reflection, communication 
and networking that contributes to the realization of shared goals and visions. Participants 
are not only gathered to share their knowledge but they are framed as agents of change. 
Processes  are  not  aiming  at  giving  input  to  decision-making  processes,  but  they  are 
decision-making themselves. This usually limits laypeople and experts out of the process 
because it focuses more to stakeholders, who are considered to have a role in shaping the 
future. (Bauer & Pregernig, 2013). As stated in the previous section, new ideas do not get 
implemented if  they  are  not  found useful  by  potential  users.  To  foster  the  envisioned 
future,  participation  is  needed  already  in  the  formulation  of  problems  and  later  in 
contributing to satisfactory solutions. (Nikolova, 2013).

The political  rationale is driven by the desire of increasing processes' legitimacy,  which 
usually  means  engagement  of  stakeholders  and  citizens  (the  notion  has  straight 
connotations to democracy). A wider and more diverse group has more weight in decision-
making and social robustness of visions. Also, if processes end up in consensus, the goals 
are expected to be reached more easily. (Bauer & Pregernig, 2013).

Cohen et al. (2018) point out that participatory processes usually face difficulties because 
the people who have power and should take part in the discussion are not usually present.  
In other words, "the people doing the anticipating are not the same people as those who 
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should be doing the responding"  (Cohen et  al.,  2018). In order to reflect  the reality  of 
emerging  socio-technical  systems  and  engage  with  questions  of  power,  deliberative 
processes should reach upwards and not only go round in circles. It is also vital to provide 
participants with a description of their role in the process and what are the possibilities 
and limitations of their input and expected impacts in the policy processes, even though it 
is  difficult  in especially  when considering a  long term future  perspective  and systemic 
changes (Gudowsky & Peissl, 2016).

2.3 Scenarios of Future Mobility Services

Scenarios have been a popular way to grasp the possible futures of transportation systems, 
especially  when  there  is  a  link  with  decision-making  (Lyons,  2015).  It  is  widely 
acknowledged  that  including  various  stakeholders  in  the  scenario-making  process 
increases the quality of scenarios by bringing in various views and values, opening up the 
sphere of thinkable futures  (Nikolova, 2013). From the perspective of scenario building, 
the aim of participation seems to be two-fold; participants provide insights about mobility 
trends  and  drivers  and  validate  the  produced  scenarios  (Enoch  et  al.,  2020).  In  this 
section, three participatory scenario processes are reviewed. Scenario processes presented 
below represent quite well the state-of-the-art in exploratory participatory foresight and 
intuitive logics technique in transportation planning. What is interesting is that they all 
lack non-expert participation.  In the field of transportation,  there is  scepticism if  non-
experts can participate in discussions related to the future of mobility, as it is seen as too 
technical and complex (Milakis et al., 2017). This issue is addressed in this study.

2.3.1 The Mobility4EU Approach

The Mobility4EU Approach is  a participatory  process to co-create  scenarios  utilized  in 
Mobility4EU research project.  In the project  scenarios were created using the intuitive 
logics technique and participatory workshops. A wide section of different stakeholders was 
included in the process already from the beginning. The scenario making was the first part 
of a larger process of Multi-Actor Multi-Criteria Analysis (MAMCA), the methodology used 
to conduct a broad stakeholder consultation to create a vision and action plan for mobility 
and transport in 2030. The scenarios  include all  transport modes for both freight and 
passenger transport. (Keseru et al., 2019).

In the Mobility4EU project, scenarios had three different functions (Keseru et al., 2019):
1. communicative  function  to  enhance  the  cooperation  of  different  actors  in  the 

transport and related domains. 
2. goal setting function to define what the European Union intends to achieve in the 

transport sector until 2030. 
3. function  to  contribute  to  decision-making  since  a  ‘best’  scenario  is  selected  and 

transformed  into  a  vision  and  action  plan  after  evaluating  several  alternative 
scenarios with the MAMCA methodology.

The scenario building process followed the intuitive logics method. The methodology has 
been  criticized  for  being  expert-led  with  only  minor  involvement  of  stakeholders.  To 
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overcome  this  weakness,  stakeholders  were  participating  in  the  process  in  scenario 
workshops. (Keseru et al., 2019). 

Figure 1. The four Mobility4EU scenario process based on Keseru et al., 2019.

The process began with identifying 34 key trends that will influence transport and mobility 
by 2030 by doing desk research and organizing an interactive workshop with stakeholders. 
Findings included trends such as societal  challenges,  requirements  and needs that  will 
influence  the  future  transport  demand  and  supply.  Trends  were  clustered  in  nine 
categories;  distribution  of  wealth  and  labour  market  developments;  lifestyle  and  user 
behaviour;  urbanization  and  smart  cities;  environmental  protection:  climate  change, 
pollution  resource  and  energy  efficiency;  digital  society  and  internet  of  things;  novel 
business models and innovation in transport;  safety in transport;  security in transport;  
legislative framework. Through a stakeholder survey, the uncertainty and impact of these 
trends were analyzed. The two categories, including the trends with the highest scores, so-
called pivotal uncertainties, formed the axis of the scenario matrix. These categories were 
lifestyle and user behaviour and policy and legislative framework. (Keseru et al., 2019).

The research consortium built four preliminary scenarios based on the scenario matrix. 
They were further refined at a scenario-building workshop with a group of experts from 
fields of passenger and freight transport. The stakeholder input helped the consortium in 
writing scenario descriptions and making them more realistic and consistent.  (Keseru et 
al., 2019).
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Figure 2. The four Mobility4EU scenarios (Keseru et al., 2019).

In the later phases of the process, with the help of the stakeholders, the possible impacts of 
each scenario were evaluated by comparing them to the business as usual development . 
After the evaluation scenarios were ranked with wech other. As a final step, a consensus 
making workshop for stakeholders was organized. The aim was to reach a consensus on the 
best scenario, which then was used to create a vision for mobility and transport in 2030 
and the action plan to fulfil that vision. (Keseru et al., 2019).

Keseru et al. (2019) comments that linking stakeholder participation with intuitive logic 
scenario technique worked well as the research team built upon the knowledge of experts 
and created linkages between the two techniques by opening up the scenario building to 
stakeholders. They also make an important notion that as scenario narratives have to be 
short and easily comprehensible, it is impossible to include all the trends and solutions 
that some experts or stakeholders would find important.

2.3.2 Public Transport 2045 study

The Public Transport 2045 study was a study executed in New Zealand to consider how 
different local public transport futures might affect society over the next 30-years and what 
might be the best way for the government to respond to emerging changes. The scenario 
study consisted of various phases, which included a large group of stakeholder and experts. 
The target of the study was the local passenger transport system. The study consisted of 
individual  in-depth  interviews  with  50  experts  and four  validation  workshops with  28 
sector  stakeholders,  which  provided  the  foundation  for  four  scenarios  created  by  the 
research group and validated in stakeholder workshops. (Enoch et al., 2020).

Figure 3. Public Transport 2045 scenario process based on Enoch et al., 2020.

The scenario process began with a literature review to identify which factors are likely to 
influence the long-term development of  local  passenger transport  systems,  followed by 
individual  in-depth interviews with  international  public  transport experts.  The roles  of 
these experts included government officials,  transport operators and industry observers 
such as university academics, consultants and journalists. The aim was to examine possible 
long-term local  passenger  transport  futures.  The data  was  structured  thematically  and 
organized into a narrative to reveal relationships, complexities and connections regarding 
the possible development paths. (Enoch et al., 2020).
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Scenarios were built by the research team based on the interview responses. The first step 
was to choose the axis for the scenario matrix, and the 'most interesting' two were chosen. 
They were the future population density (a demand-oriented variable)  and the level  of 
transport system automation (supply-oriented). The research team continued the scenario 
development by creating 'future world contexts' for each scenario to "ensure some sense of  
'believability', and effectively set the conditions in which future transport systems would 
need to develop and operate".  It included a narrative on how the world develops until 
2045.  Before including stakeholders in the process, the research team defined how the 
plausible  transport  system  would  look.  In  four  workshops,  each  targeted  to  specific 
audiences (transport operators, members of the Auckland Transport Alignment Project, 
representatives from Government agencies and Wellington transport operators and other 
stakeholders),  stakeholders  could comment and give feedback to develop the scenarios 
further.  Comments  were  about  whether  the  scenarios  were  understandable,  plausible, 
robust, consistent and comprehensive and their possible performance in practice. Half of 
the stakeholders were previously involved with the project in the interview phase. With the 
feedback, the scenarios were further refined. (Enoch et al., 2020).

Figure 4. Public Transport 2045 scenarios summarized (Enoch et al., 2020).

In this  study,  participation was  perceived as very valuable  since  the  topic,  local  public 
transport futures, is so broad. Participation was also quite extensive. The process included 
50 participants in the first phase and 28 in the second phase, which provided the research 
team with a "qualitatively rich and globally diverse set of interview and workshop. Besides 
the input data also the valuation work that workshop participants did, was seen as very 
valuable and increased scenarios usability in later policy-making processes. (Enoch et al., 
2020).

2.3.3 Scenarios on emerging mobility technologies
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Emerging mobility technologies do not only change people's travel behaviour, but they will  
have implications also for the built environment.  Mladenović & Stead (2021) wanted to 
explore  what  kind  of  implications  these  wider  social  and  technological  transitions  in 
mobility might have for the urban form. They utilized the intuitive logics scenario analysis 
and to neighbourhood-level planning in Helsinki Capital Region, Finland. The study was 
focused especially on self-driving vehicles and their impacts. (Mladenović & Stead, 2021).

Figure 5. Scenario process based on Mladenović & Stead, 2021

The  first  step  of  the  scenario  process  was  a  participatory  PESTLE  analysis  aiming  at 
recognizing  and  exploring  key  factors  and  driving  forces  influencing  technological 
transition.  PESTLE  analysis  was  done  in  two  PESTLE  workshops  involving  over  80 
participants from the field of transport and spatial planning, from Finland and abroad. 
Most  of  the  participants  had  a  background  in  engineering,  but  other  disciplines  were 
represented, such as planning, geography, and social sciences. The mapping was followed 
by  assessing  the  driving  forces  regarding  the  magnitude  of  their  impacts  and  the 
uncertainty of their future state. The most uncertain ones were related to mobility service 
models, such as the development of MaaS user packages, pricing of SDV usage, SDV route 
planning,  business  model  and  costs,  system  architecture  and  infrastructure  design.  In 
addition to service  and design factors,  also sociocultural  driving forces were identified. 
They  included  user  attitude,  both  enthusiasm  of  possible  early  adopters  and  fear  of 
absence of driver and cyberattacks, brand benefits for the surrounding institutions, and 
public transit in general and social and ecological impacts. (Mladenović & Stead, 2021).

Driving  forces  with  the  highest  scores  laid  the  foundation  for  the  scenario  matrix 
describing extreme but plausible future states of urban space allocation. These factors were 
the planning approach and service model. In addition, sociocultural forces were considered 
as a third dimension for providing exploratory depth. The future states created with matrix 
were enriched with identifying causal processes and decision points, which would lead to 
the presented future. In order to validate the scenario design, the developed scenarios were 
presented and discussed in a focus group with five Helsinki Region Transport planners. 
The aim of the discussion was also to reflect potential governance and policy responses. 
(Mladenović & Stead, 2021).
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Figure 6. The scenario matrix. (Mladenović & Stead, 2021)

In the study, participation was utilized to build the landscape of transportation futures and 
validate  scenarios.  Participatory  was  especially  extensive  in  PESTLE  analysis,  which 
resulted  in  a  rich  list  of  different  factors  and  driving  forces  influencing  technological 
transition. Mladenović & Stead (2021) emphasize the idea of responsible innovation. New 
collaboration practices between various inter-administrative and cross-sectoral networks 
of actors and actions to foster active public participation in public experiments are needed 
to cope with transitions.
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3 Methodology

This thesis concentrates on scenario building and especially  on the public participation 
part of it. This section describes research methods that are used in this thesis. It consists of  
linking the process with LIIKE-PALO project that it is originally part of and describes the 
scenario  process  with  STEEP  analysis  and  scenario  building.  At  last,  the  public 
participation done in two virtual citizen panels is described.

3.1 Background on methodology

The scenario process was conducted as a part of a research project LIIKE-PALO, funded by 
the  Finnish Government's  analysis,  assessment  and research  activities  instrument  (VN 
TEAS).  The project  aimed to  delineate  the development of  mobility  service markets in 
Finland and evaluate the impact from the perspective of users, the transportation system 
and  the  environment  and  to  formulate  policy  tools  and  advice  in  order  to  steer  the 
development of new mobility services and the whole transportation system to reach the 
sustainability targets.

LIIKE-PALO project consists of two phases, scenario building and assessment and policy 
design. The scenario building phase was organised in autumn 2020 and the policy design 
phase  in  spring  2021.  The  scenario  phase  consisted  of  various  background  studies  to 
conduct the landscape of future mobility markets, which led to STEEP analysis.  In this 
phase,  research  team  conducted  a  horizon  scanning  with  a  literature  review  and 
international  expert  survey.  The  idea  was  to  map which  kind  of  emerging  trends  and 
technological  development there are in the field of mobility.  The next step was system 
dynamics  mapping,  which  was  done  with  individual  model  building.  All  the  gathered 
information was combined in a STEEP analysis.

The  STEEP  analysis  laid  the  foundation  for  the  scenario  building  phase.  Explorative 
scenario  building  was  enriched  with  two  participatory  virtual  citizen  panels  with  non-
experts from all around Finland. In order for the scenarios to feed into the policy design 
process, they were used as background information for modelling exercise. Scenarios were 
examined using quantitative methods to provide insight into their wider environmental, 
economic,  and social  impacts.  Scenarios outlined the development of different mobility 
services  and  their  availability  in  different  parts  of  Finland.  This  development  was 
compared to actual  trips  made in  2016 and 2017 based on the Finnish national  travel 
survey.  The impacts  of  each  scenario  were  analysed  on three  metrics:  CO2 equivalent 
emissions per person, public sector cost and private sector cost. This impact assessment 
does not delete the uncertainties inherent in qualitative scenario exercises, but it enriches 
the information that scenarios can provide.

The explorative scenarios and their impact assessment were utilised information of a space 
of desirable futures for Finnish mobility markets and transportation system. With this in 
mind,  policy  packaging  was  done with  five  expert  workshops,  where  participants  were 
asked to outline various policy measures, which could steer the development of mobility 
service markets towards the desired direction.
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Figure 7.  Simplified outline of LIIKE-PALO project. The parts this thesis concentrates on 
are highlighted in red.

3.2 Scenario process

The  methodological  approach  for  scenario  planning  used  in  the  project  is  within  the 
'Intuitive Logics School'  (Bradfield  et al., 2005), The focus of scenario building is on the 
insights  and  learnings  arising  along  the  process.  The  term  scenario  is  used  as  a 
hypothetical possible future, built to reveal various policy dilemmas and societal tensions, 
which may occur in the transportation system transition (Mladenović & Stead, 2021). See 
section 2.3 for scenarios utilizing Intuitive Logics methodology.

Scenarios  are  built  on  identifying  various  driving  forces,  which  can  be  either 
predetermined or  uncertain.  The predetermined ones  are  such  that  apply  in  a  way  or 
another in all the scenarios and the uncertain ones are such that are important and may 
have outcomes that are not very predictable and lead the way to different future pathways.  
(Schwartz,  1996).  Thus,  especially  interesting  are  the  uncertain  ones  and  their 
interdependencies  and  relationships.  In  this  process,  different  driving  factors  were 
identified using STEEP analysis.
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Figure 8. Scenario process for this thesis.

3.2.1 STEEP analysis

STEEP analysis is a widely utilised framework to analyse the operational environment of 
companies, and it has its origins in strategic business planning. STEEP is used to address 
and study the broader issues that affect the general environment in which a firm operates 
and are usually beyond the direct influence or primary control of any single organisation. 
(Fleisher  &  Bensoussan,  2007).  The  acronym  STEEP  stands  for  social,  technological, 
economic,  ecological,  and political/legal  sectors,  and the  idea  is  to  categorise  different 
driving forces under these categories. From time to time also different acronyms such as 
STEP, PEST and PESTLE, are used. Clear categorisations are typically impossible to create 
since many phenomena fall in between multiple categories. However, STEEP analysis is 
"both  accessible  to  participants  and useful  in  generating  novel  conceptions  of  possible 
futures and ordering contributions in a participatory setting" (Mladenović & Stead, 2021). 
The amplitude of driving forces depends on the combination of participants of the STEEP 
exercise. The more various backgrounds participants have, the wider is the scope of driving 
forces.

In this project,  key trends and uncertainties  were identified based on individual model 
building  exercise.  Six  members  of  the  research  team each  formed individual  network-
based conceptual diagrams of the aspects we should consider when we talk about near-
future (next 10-15 years) mobility technologies, services and trends in Finland. Diagrams 
included various drivers and factors which affect the development and the relationships 
between them. Factors were categorised based on STEEP analysis categories, and diagrams 
were drawn using a web-based Graph Commons tool.

Diagram nodes under each STEEP category were compiled, and they formed the landscape 
of trends and uncertainties. In the workshop amongst research team members, the factors 
were prioritised based on their uncertainty and impact. Each research team member had 
eight  votes,  which  they could  point  to  the  most  factors.  Participants  could  also  attach 
comments and additional factors if something was missing. This exercise was done using a 
software called Miro.

3.2.2 Scenario building

In the exploratory scenario approach, the most significant uncertainties form a two-by-two 
matrix, where two dimensions of change construct the basis for the scenarios. Each quarter 
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of the matrix presents a different future within which to develop a scenario narrative. This 
way, it is possible to stretch the different, but still plausible, futures far enough from each 
other. (Banister & Hickman, 2013). 

Scenario building started with developing the scenario matrix. The axes of the matrix are 
formed based on the most significant uncertainties recognised in STEEP analysis. In this 
work, five possible axes were present:

 Development of public finance 
 Platform economy development - large vs small companies 
 Sharing economy
 Changes in daily (travel) routines 
 Alternative fuels 

Based on the evaluation, chosen axes were the development of public finance and changes 
in  daily  travel  routines,  which  also  includes  sharing.  The  selection  reflects  the  topical 
situation of the COVID-19 pandemic, which has brought many uncertainties upfront and 
dramatically impacted people's everyday behaviour and the economic situation. How far-
reaching  are  these  impacts,  is  still  unknown,  but  they  certainly  lay  an  interesting 
foundation for the scenarios. The scenario matrix describes four different plausible future 
states of transportation services.

Figure 9. Scenario matrix

After the axis is fixed, the process continues with filling in the storylines in each future 
state defined by each quadrant of the matrix. Storylines present different future states, and 
they  could  be  even  exaggerated  in  opposite  directions  to  highlight  which  kind  of 
uncertainties and possible dilemmas there are on the way. (Schwartz, 1996). In addition to 
the  future  states,  storylines  may  include  various  causal  processes  and  decision  points 
leading to those future states (Mladenović & Stead, 2021). Storylines are further developed 
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into complete and detailed scenario narratives, which can be refined in workshops or other 
working  sessions.  Narratives  are  written  in  a  way  they  form  consistent  and  plausible 
storylines about futures. (Banister & Hickman, 2013).

The scenario matrix opened up various questions, which were discussed when forming the 
future states.

Changes in daily (travel) routines 
 On which level will remote working remain after an acute pandemic? 
 How big will be the share of e-commerce and home deliveries in the future? 
 Will  public  transportation  operators  survive  the  decreased  passenger  levels 

financially? 
 How will people's attitudes towards public transportation and ride-sharing develop? 
 Will there be a permanent increase in leisure activity related trips to nature and 

cottages, and with which mode are these trips done?

Development of public finance 
 How dramatic and long-lasting is the downturn caused by pandemic? 
 What are the attitudes towards public debt? 
 How will public finance develop on the state and the municipal level? 
 What happens to the public finance of public transportation? 
 Will interest rate levels remain as low as they have been in the last ten years, and 

will  low  interest  rates  increase  the  capital  flow  to  new  mobility  service 
development?

3.3 Citizen panels

Finland  has  long  traditions  in  public  engagement  in  issues  regarding  environmental 
development. In the English translation of the Constitution of Finland (2018) the section 
20 states that "The public authorities shall endeavour to guarantee for everyone the right 
to a healthy environment and for everyone the possibility to influence the decisions that 
concern their own living environment". This is further developed in The Land Use and 
Building  Act  from  the  year  2000,  which  states  that  "Planning  procedures  must  be 
organised and the principles, objectives and goals and possible alternatives of planning 
publicised so that the landowners in the area and those on whose living, working or other 
conditions the plan may have a substantial impact, and the authorities and corporations 
whose sphere of activity the planning involves (interested party), have the opportunity to 
participate  in  preparing the  plan,  estimate  its  impact  and state  their  opinion on it,  in 
writing or orally" (The Ministry of the Environment, 1999).

The culture of participation is deeply embedded in land use planning, but in transportation 
planning,  it  is  relatively  absent,  although new disruptive innovations may have serious 
consequences in the environment  (Mladenović & Stead, 2021). However, there are some 
examples of how to utilise participatory methodologies in transportation planning. In the 
city of Turku, Finland, a series of deliberative mini-publics were organised in spring 2020 
to get citizens' opinions and recommendations about the arrangement of transportation in 
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the  city  centre.  Mini-publics  has  their  roots  in  democratic  theory  and  deliberative 
democracy in particular. The idea is to provide participants with enough information on 
the  particular  case  in  order  for  them  to  be  able  to  have  deliberated  discussion  and 
formulate opinions. Usually, the idea is that participants would formulate a miniature of 
the population in terms of sociodemographic and geographic characteristics. (Jäske et al., 
2020)

In the  case  of  Turku,  altogether  171  people  participated  in  21  small  group discussions 
organised online via Zoom. Each deliberation meeting lasted three hours, and after the 
relatively  informal  discussions  about  three  different  scenarios  for  the  transportation 
arrangement, each participant chose individually one of the three scenarios and answered 
some background and evaluation questions on an online questionnaire. The outcome of 
the mini-public  was later  presented to the city  council  to help in the decision-making. 
Researchers in charge of the organisation noticed several statistically significant changes in 
opinions concerning traffic arrangements amongst the participants. Especially support of 
sustainable  forms of  transportation  increased  during  discussions.  (Jäske  et  al.,  2020). 
Deliberative  mini-publics  have been utilised in discussions  related  to  transportation in 
various other countries as well. For example, French organisation Missions Publique has 
organised  "Citizens'  Dialogues"  about  self-driving  vehicles  in  various  cities  (Cerema  & 
Missions Publiques, 2019). The idea of mini-publics was utilised in this project as well but 
in a rather simplified form.

In order to engage non-experts in the scenario building, two virtual citizen panels were 
organised  in  Zoom  for  people  from  all  over  Finland.  The  aim  was  to  build  an 
understanding of how different groups of people around Finland think and hope to travel 
in the future. More concretely, the goal was to test the developed future states to find out if 
something important was missing that we have not been taken into account and discuss 
how preferable different future states and their features are. Panels were divided topically 
into  urban  and  rural  area  panels  because  they  are  entirely  different  operating 
environments  from  the  perspective  of  mobility  services.  Participants  were  recruited 
accordingly from both areas.

Ideally, participants would have represented the population in terms of sociodemographics 
and  geographic  characteristics,  but  this  was  not  possible  within  the  limited  time  and 
resources.  Citizen  panel  participants  were  recruited  through  two  ways,  posting  the 
invitation to 55 different local Facebook groups and asking if people who are known to 
have  networks  in  relevant  groups  could  invite  their  contacts.  The  invitation  included 
information about various changes affecting transportation service, the research project, 
the citizen panel, a prize of 30€ gift card, raffled amongst the people registered, and a link 
to the registration form. In order to get attention, posts also included a photo related to the 
topic.
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Figure  10.  Photo  used  in  Facebook  invitations  in  rural  context.  Photo:  Alain  Duss  / 
Unsplash.

Figure 11. Photo used in Facebook invitations in urban context. Photo: Otto-Wille Koste

Twenty-five people registered for the urban panel and 17 for the rural. In the end, there 
were 17 participants in the first one and 11 in the second. Both sessions lasted for two 
hours,  from  5  pm  to  7  pm  on  Wednesday  afternoons.  Before  the  session,  registered 
participants received a 12-minutes video, which described what kind of trends affect the 
future of transportation services. The video consisted of information on emission reduction 
goals, new emerging technologies and demographic trends such as urbanisation and the 
ageing population. This information was also covered during the events, so people who 
could  not  watch  the  video  had  the  required  information.  Together  with  the  video, 
participants were provided instructions on how to arrive and use Zoom. The introduction 
also included screenshot images of the key functionalities to make it easy as possible to 
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participate. Participation was possible with both computer and phone, but the computer 
was recommended.
Citizen panels started with an introduction about the project and which future trends affect 
the development of mobility services. The presentation began with the goals that Finland 
has  set  regarding  the  carbon  emission  of  transportation  system.  Emissions  should  be 
reduced  by  50  %  by  2030,  and  they  should  be  zero  in  2045.  It  was  followed  by  a 
presentation of different trends, such as digitalisation, automation and servitisation, which 
directly affect the transportation sector and different new transportation technologies that 
have  emerged  or  are  emerging.  Also,  various  other  trends,  such  as  demographical 
development and increase in remote working and online shopping, were included in the 
presentation. The idea was to draw the landscape where the changes in mobility services 
happen.

Figure 12. Emerging mobility technologies presented.

30-minutes discussions followed presentation in smaller groups of 3-4 people. The topics 
were  which  features  of  mobility  services  work and which  do not  work  in  participants'  
everyday lives, how new technologies could help in these issues and how participants see 
the need to travel will develop in the future, such as remote working and services. Groups 
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were randomly divided, and they were small in order to give every participants enough 
space and time to contribute and keep the discussion focused. Discussions were facilitated 
by  a  facilitator  from  the  project  team,  who  was  also  in  charge  of  documenting  the 
discussion. 

After the first discussion round, the project team presented briefly what foresight means 
and  how  it  is  utilised  in  this  project.  The  description  included  both  theoretical  and 
methodological descriptions. After that, it was easier to present the four future states. They 
were simplified to cover only the features relevant to the regarded context, urban or rural 
areas.  The presentation was followed by another group discussion for 30 minutes,  and 
people were divided into the same groups. Groups discussed what everyday life would look 
like in the future in question, what is good/bad in the future state, and is there something 
that has not been taken into account. The first group discussion worked as background 
information. In the citizen panel for the urban population, each group had one future state, 
and  rural  groups had  two  future  states.  The  facilitator  of  each  group documented  the 
discussion  and  simultaneously  shared  a  screen  showing  the  future  state  description 
enriched with photos illustrating the possible future. The discussion was relatively free, 
and the questions provided just a basic outline. After the discussion, groups came back 
together, and the facilitator of each group presented a summary of the discussions. Group 
members were also able to add to the summary and discuss the topic.

Figure 13. Slide presenting what are scenarios about.

Events ended with information on how the citizen panel input will be utilised and the next 
steps of the project. After the event, participants could give written comments on future 
states and provide feedback about the event through an anonymous online questionnaire 
form.  The  questionnaire  included  links  to  summaries  of  the  previous  discussions,  the 
future state descriptions and other material  presented.  Participants had a possibility  to 
comment on all of the four future states. The questionnaire also included questions about 
participants' views about the event, this kind of future discussion and their knowledge and 
participation. Altogether 12 people answered the questionnaire, which corresponds to 42% 
of participants.
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4 Results and Discussion

This section presents the results of the participatory scenario building process and reflects 
then upon previous literature. It begins with STEEP analysis and scenario narratives and 
then presents the results from citizen panels and participants views on the participation in 
discussions about the future of mobility.

4.1 Individual model building and STEEP analysis

The  research  team's  internal  STEEP  analysis  came  up  with  186  different  factors  and 
drivers for change. Team members were able to vote on which are the most exciting and 
uncertain  factors  and  drivers.  Votes  were  divided  relatively  evenly,  but  certain  things 
gained multiple votes. Many factors which gained one vote were somehow linked, so the 
themes  were  combined.  The most  voted factors  were:  Working  and commuting  habits 
(online  presence  expectations,  working  preferences  and  teleworking,  office  dress  code, 
travel comfort and operation expectations), development of alternative fuels and power 
sources (battery storage, fuel cell vehicles), changing mobility markets (platform economy 
models,  market  monopolization,  integration  business  models),  climate  change 
(temperature change, sea-level rise), public finance (taxations, subsidies, financing, new 
infra  investments  budgets).  From  these  key  uncertainties,  the  development  of  public 
finance and commuting habits were chosen to be the most uncertain, and they formed the 
base for scenario building.

Figure 14. STEEP analysis in Miro.
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4.2 Scenario Building 

Scenario building led to the development of four future states.  Matrix provided a good 
degree differentiation of between the quadrants, which enabled covering quite extensive 
future  space.  Besides  differentiation  of  each  future,  some topics,  such as  demographic 
development and pace of urbanization process, were standardized in all four future states. 
In order to grasp to different realities of transportation service between urban and rural 
areas, they were thought separately but then combined in the future description. Scenario 
narratives were written with extra focus on various new and emerging mobility services 
and their possible development paths.

Figure 15. The scenario matrix and future states

After building the future states and writing the descriptions written, the future states were 
named. Naming the future states is extremely important, as it gives the first impression for 
the reader. Although the future states are not equally preferable, the names are planned to  
create an equal perception. They all  may raise both positive and negative connotations. 
Outlines of scenario descriptions are written below.

4.2.1 Complete commuting

 In bigger cities, the most critical trunk lines are turned into light rail, and their role  
in the transportation system has increased since extensive feeder line transportation 
is attached to that. 

 Public  emphasis  is  on  multimodality,  and  public  transportation  operators  have 
become  Mobility-as-a-Service  (MaaS)  operators,  who  bundle  different  mobility 
options in their service packages. No matter where passengers are heading, tickets 
can be bought from the same service. 

 HSL-like development happens throughout the top10 cities and in smaller areas, 
different kinds of MaaS services cater to mobility needs. 
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 Just transition policies take place in rural areas. Bus lines are functioning relatively 
well, and feeder services are increased. 

 In rural  areas,  cars  are  still  the dominant  mode of  transportation,  but the state 
supports electrification and alternative fuels (biogas). A lot of emphases is put on 
combining different ride and delivery services to cater to mobility needs. 

 Ticket bundling throughout the country

4.2.2 Infrastructure for Individuals

 Urban  planning  is  leading  the  development.  Through  comprehensive  urban 
planning, sustainable transportation modes become an automatic choice. 

 The public sector invests strongly in new shared mobility services in both urban and 
rural areas. 

 Demand responsive shuttle services gain popularity. 
 Micro mobility solutions cater to mobility needs on the neighbourhood level, and 

their popularity increases due to the remarkable investments in walking and cycling 
infrastructure. 

 In urban areas, car-free zones gain popularity, as local life and service provision is 
growing. 

 Transportation  networks  are  based  on  mobility  hubs  of  different  hierarchies. 
Station areas along growth corridors are the targets of big investments. They are 
also places where different kinds of working spaces occur. 

 In rural  areas,  cars  are  still  the dominant  mode of  transportation,  but the state 
supports the electrification and alternative fuels (biogas). A lot of emphases is put 
on combining different ride and delivery services to cater to mobility needs. 

 Ticket bundling in city regions

4.2.3 Service Jungle

 The recession caused by covid has reduced public spending in public transit, and no 
new investments are made. Public support is targeted in keeping the train network 
functioning as well as possible in order to reduce long trips made with cars. Private 
operators  run  intercity  bus  lines.  Their  amount  decreases,  but  usage  remains 
relatively high. 

 The growing urbanization rate means that using private cars in urban areas is more 
and  more  difficult,  so  people  are  willing  to  spend  money  on  different  mobility 
services.  Also,  employers  provide  mobility  services  to  their  employers,  and 
especially in rural areas, employers organize shared rides for their employees. 

 Public interest is in reducing emissions, but it has to steer the transportation system 
mainly through policies because of lack of financial results. 

 Low  interest  rates  keep  money  flow  to  the  mobility  startup  economy.  Multiple 
companies  offering  mobility  solutions  (e-scooters,  dockless  city  bikes,  MaaS 
operators,  ITS,  navigation,  optimization)  appear  in  the  streetscape.  New private 
companies have added services to the market, but there is service overload. 

 Services  are  provided  both  by  multinational  companies  and  individual 
entrepreneurs who market their services individually and can fill their buses. 
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 The public  sector  has  to  fill  those  gaps  in  the  mobility  network,  which  are  not 
provided by the private sector. 

 Competition  between  different  companies  makes  them  bundle  other  kinds  of 
services into their offering. E.g. mobility services as a part of rental housing, grocery 
shopping as part of a trip chain. 

 A growing number of solvent elderly people can pay for mobility services. And as 
they are functioning well, they spread to serve larger pensioner groups 

 Some services find their ways to rural areas as well. Some municipalities see these 
new mobility services as possibilities to increase their attractiveness and invest in 
them. Many of these services are born from enthusiastic entrepreneurship.  

 In rural areas, combining different kinds of service rides is the only way to keep 
public transit service alive as the working-age population decreases. Service rides 
are concentrated on certain weekdays when buses gather all the locals on board and 
transport them to the nearest centres next to the services. 

4.2.4 Living local

 A strong economic downturn led to cuts in public spending, which meant weakening 
public transportation services. Also, people became less willing to share rides with 
other people. 

 Weak development in public finance has turned the logic in the mobility market 
upside down. The goal of public policies is to reach climate targets due to decreasing 
mobility needs.  

 In urban areas,  the  public  authority  still  runs the primary  railway  services,  and 
different kind of private operators add their services to that. Many bus lines have 
been closed down, and the operation of the existing ones is based on strict demand 
optimization through data and multimodality. Public transportation is functioning 
only in Helsinki, Tampere and Turku regions. 

 A lot of emphases is put on increasing the neighbourhood vitality in order for them 
to  cater  for  the  needs  of  residents,  so  they  have  to  travel  less.  Public  service 
provision  happens  mostly  through telecommunication,  but  also  local  hubs  have 
been established. Public buildings have been turned into multipurpose hubs, which 
also work as hobby points. Besides the physical connectivity, fast digital connections 
are the priority. Especially in rural areas, the third sector has a great responsibility 
for organizing activities in the local centres. 

 Car-free  zones  make  it  easier  to  move  on  foot  or  with  bicycle  within  the 
neighbourhoods. 

 Car-sharing is a popular transportation mode, and many different operators offer it 
with different models, such as housing cooperative owning and free-floating car-
sharing. Many car manufacturers have also changed their business models towards 
car-sharing services. 

 In rural areas, mobility is solely dependent on personal vehicles and peer provision. 
Seasonal fluctuation is strong. However, urbanization and reduction of the working-
age  population  mean  that  the  vehicle-kilometres-travelled  decrease  and  public 
service provision is increasingly local. 
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 Public service provision (school & healthcare) diverges regionally. In some areas, 
they are becoming more concentrated, and in others, they are increasingly brought 
to the residents.

Descriptions were written by one member of the research team and other members had 
possibilities  to  comment  and  add  to  them.  These  short  outlines  provide  a  basic 
understanding of the future states and provide a sound basis for further development and 
discussions. Future states covered quite a wide space of possible futures and were enough 
different from each other. Scenarios are not predictions of the future, but each future state 
includes various features, which are plausible and might occur in different combinations.

Scenarios highlight that mobility services do not develop separated from the surrounding 
society, but there are direct links with other phenomena. There are also multiple different 
uncertainties  that different driving forces may cause.  For instance,  the development of 
public finance has direct implications for mobility service provision. Scenario development 
sheds  light  on different  development  paths  and may assist  decision-makers  in  placing 
adequate policy measures to steer the development in a desirable direction.

4.3 Citizen panels

Two virtual  citizen panels were very successful.  Considering that  participation had two 
reasons,  raising  the  scenarios'  quality  and  coherence  and  receiving  participants 
perceptions of scenarios' preferability,  citizen panels were a success. The research team 
received great comments for the future states and was able to develop them further with 
the  help  of  the  feedback.  Results  also  indicate  that  participants  value  this  kind  of 
participatory future activities. In this section, the main findings from the events and the 
anonymous feedback questionnaire are revied and compared with previous literature.

4.3.1 Participants’ views on future of mobility services 

Panellists  in  both  panels  thought  that  new  mobility  technologies  could  help  in  their 
everyday life. It was hoped that all available services and their timetables could be found 
from the same place and the same tickets would work for various services. Both panels 
thought  that  there  should  be  a  public  operator  who  would  be  responsible  for  the 
development. Increasing remote working was seen both as a possibility and a challenge. It  
decreases  the  need for  travelling  but  might  lead transportation  operators  into  difficult 
situations with decreasing income. 

In  the  panel  concentrating  on  urban  areas,  participants  were  in  general  happy  about 
existing  transportation  services  and  positive  about  new  technologies.  Especially  MaaS 
services raised interest. There was a will that different services would be combined under 
the same ticketing system or at least that all information could be found in one place. Good 
quality  information systems would help people find available services and change their 
travel behaviour by starting to use them. Combining trips would also require new kinds of 
vehicle designs. Especially bike+transit would be a viable option in cities, but it is difficult 
because transit vehicles lack proper spaces for bikes. 
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In the  panel  concentrating  on rural  areas,  participants  were  worried about  the  service 
levels,  which  have  generally  decreased  except  for  some  areas  with  new  operators. 
Transportation services were seen as a crucial question for the vitality of rural areas, and 
they  just  have  to  exist  because  people  want  to  live  in  rural  areas  also  in  the  future.  
Combining and opening different service rides was seen as a possible option for increasing 
service level. However, participants stated that combined trips work poorly for commuting 
because they are  too slow as they pick up passengers from so many stops.  Carpooling 
works relatively well in villages where people know each other, and it has much potential,  
but their organization might require better platforms. 

In the feedback from, participants were asked about the preferability of each future state.  
Both panels put them in similar order. The most preferred one was Complete Commuting, 
the second was Infrastructure for Individuals. The order of the two last future states was  
MaaS Mayhem and Living Local. The order is not a surprise since the first two are built 
around a premise of strong public finance, but that is probably not the only reason for its  
popularity. Participants stated in the panel that they wish that public organizations would 
have  the  coordination  responsibility  of  the  transportation  system  because  private 
organizations do not necessarily have the capacity to do it. The scenario matrix and the 
variables  were  not  emphasized  in  the  discussions,  but  it  was  about  the  descriptions. 
However, it is important to keep in mind that the scenario matrix should be built so that  
the other end of the axis is not directly more preferable than the other.

There were positive and negative sides in each future state, which are elaborated below. 
Even though the  preferability  order  was  the  same with  both  panels,  there  were  some 
differences between the panels' views. Infrastructure for individuals and Living Local were 
viewed almost as preferable by both panels. Infrastructure for individuals received means 
3.5 from the urban panel and 3.4 from rural and Living Local 2.2 from urban and 2 from 
rural. Complete Commuting got 3.8 from the urban panel, and 4.4 from rural and Service 
Jungle got 2.5 from urban and 2 from rural, so the differences were greater. Altogether the 
deviation of scores was more significant amongst participants living in rural areas. These 
scores give only directional  information,  and no broad conclusion can be derived from 
them because the sample is rather small, but they indicate the same as the discussions that 
in rural areas, public operation of mobility services is highly valued.

Complete Commuting got positive feedback for the idea that all tickets can be bought from 
the  same place  and different  modes  of  transport  are  coordinated  together.  Combining 
different trips and discontinuing parallel services was seen as a vital condition in rural 
areas to organize functioning transportation services. However, the trip chain should not 
consist of too many stages with different modes. Coordination was also seen as a threat 
since  it  is  unclear  how  it  would  affect  rural  areas.  If  the  coordination  happens  from 
regional  centres  point  of  view,  can  services  for  rural  areas  be  left  without  enough 
attention? Both panels raised this concern.  A public sector monopoly providing services 
can also make the system relatively rigid and hold up new innovations. Panellists think 
that remote working is here to stay, so it may not be smart to design service level around 
traditional peak hour and even foster mobility outside peak hours with graduated pricing. 
A specific notion about electric cars was that they might not be viable in rural areas since 
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electricity might be down for multiple days after storms and other shocks. Gas cars were 
seen  as  a  better  alternative,  although  their  charging  infrastructure  is  in  even  poorer 
condition than for electric cars. 

Infrastructure for Individuals was seen as relatively realistic because the travelling rhythm 
has already individualizing. However, investments to further foster it was seen as difficult 
for the public sector to execute because it might be a challenge for democratic processes to 
make requisite decisions, for example, about which kind of services would be supported 
and subsidized. A high-quality information system was seen as even more necessary in this 
future state  than in the above future  state  because individual  mobility  requires special 
planning beforehand. Many solutions, such as increased biking, carpooling, and combining 
trips, were very positive. However, both panels stated that the system cannot be based on 
these kinds of solutions and functioning mass transit is necessary, especially in rural areas.  
A  too  diversified  system with  strong  digital  components  could  also  be  challenging  for 
elderly people. Although combining service rides was seen as a good thing in rural areas, it 
was stated that it would not serve commuters. Workers do not have enough time to travel 
with  rides  that  continuously  stop to  pick up passengers who might  have,  for  example, 
motility restrictions. 

Service Jungle was seen as an even probable future, in good and bad. Especially in the 
rural panel, there was a suspicious if development reaches even this "good" service level. If 
multiple  providers  would  offer  mobility  services,  travelling  might  really  become  more 
individual.  However, there is a risk that only more well-off people can afford to travel, 
which could have severe impacts on socio-economical segregation. Also, prices could vary 
dramatically depending on the service provider, without a guarantee for quality. Services 
could also concentrate in regional centres, and the service level would rapidly decrease in 
the outskirts. There is a risk, if services are cut down at a fast pace, people might not wait  
for them to improve, but they would buy a car also in cities. In rural areas, this kind of 
future would force each household to own at least one car. Panels did not have trust in 
private  service  providers'  coordination  capabilities  and  will  because  experiences  have 
proved otherwise. Already nowadays there are competing bus lines which have their own 
ticketing  systems.  The rural  panel  did  not  have much faith  in  combining  publicly  run 
service rides, because different administrative sectors fund them. Further fear was that it 
becomes  even  more  difficult  as  the  responsibility  of  providing  social  and  healthcare 
services, including related rides, will  be delegated to regions. There were also concerns 
about  people's  privacy  if  healthcare-related  rides  would  be  open for  other  passengers. 
Commuting provided by the employer was seen as a very niche possibility, which only the 
biggest employers could execute. 

Living Local  differs the most from the other future states,  so it  raised most questions. 
Participants valued the growing role of local services, but they were seen as viable solutions 
only in the biggest  cities.  There are no resources  to organize local  services  in sparsely 
populated areas, even though the third sector would help. However, participants thought 
that in other areas, various remote options could help in service provision. For example, 
remote doctor's  appointments,  employment services and music lessons would probably 
work. The development of various remote services was emphasized as possible features, 
which  could foster  immobility  development  even faster  than represented  in  the  future 
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state.  Also,  other  services,  such  as  deliveries  and technological  solutions,  such as  self-
driving cars, were seen as ways to decrease the need for travelling and increase the service 
provision in areas with fewer residents. Decreasing the need for travelling was seen as an 
effective way to decrease emissions, but there was also fear that the development would 
increase loneliness since people would not meet each other while travelling.  

4.3.2 Role of participation in scenario building

Participation had a role in quality control of the scenario building process itself. Similarly, 
as the scenario processes presented in section 2.3, scenario validation is one of the goals of 
participation: Are scenarios coherent, plausible and diverse enough? The key finding from 
the citizen panels was that there are enough differences between the future states, so they 
cover the space of possible futures relatively well. Another finding was that it is possible to 
identify features of the future, the seeds of which are already sprouting today and have 
clear possible development paths, so scenario narratives seem to be enough coherent and 
plausible. According to our experience from citizen panels, also non-expert participants are 
capable of giving validation for scenarios. Their comments can be even more important as 
they  can  provide  "socially  robust"  knowledge,  which  experts  may  lack.  From  the 
perspective of quality control, our future states provided a good basis for evaluating and 
further developing the scenarios.

From the point of view of scenario development and their quality, non-expert participation 
was  essential.  Contextual  knowledge,  especially  from  people  living  in  rural  areas,  was 
valuable for the research team, consisting of people from the Helsinki metropolitan area. 
Especially participants' sceptic views about combining different ride services (school rides, 
service rides) with commuting was a great example of "socially robust knowledge", which is 
emphasized as an important motivation for non-expert participation (Gudowsky & Peissl, 
2016). Also, the complexity in organizing these rides was valuable information. Funding 
for  different  ride  services  comes  from different  sources.  For  example  school  rides  are 
funded by the department of education and service rides by the department of social and 
healthcare.  Combining  these  rides  would  require  foundational  shifts  inside  local 
administration.  This  is  about  to  become  even  more  complex  as  the  responsibility  of 
organizing social and healthcare services is planned to be transferred from municipalities 
to  the regional  administration.  Combining various rides has been a widely emphasized 
solution  to  improve  transit  service  levels  in  rural  areas,  but  participants  experiences 
clarified that it is not a silver bullet. This is a prime example of how participation can help  
avoid technological determinism, embedded in expert foresight (Cohen et al., 2018).

Even though non-expert participation is seen as valuable in literature, there is scepticism if 
the future of mobility is a too complex and technical issue (Milakis et al., 2017). According 
to our experience,  this is  not the case.  Participants  were eager  to discuss the different 
features of the future states, and they were even able to contest the choices made for the  
scenarios. Especially the technological development was a feature that participants were 
eager to comment on. The situation might be different if the discussion would go more 
deeply into details,  such as penetration levels of various emerging modes, but this was 
outside of the scope of this research. And as  Bauer & Pregernig (2013) point out, lack of 
more  profound  technological  knowledge  can  also  be  a  benefit  because  it  does  not  tie 
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participants too much in detail, but they can think of the bigger picture and reflect their 
everyday experiences. The aim was not to formulate objective views but rather to explore 
participants'  experience,  understandings,  perceptions,  and  views,  as  it  usually  is  with 
participatory foresight (Kaivo-oja, 2017), and that was achieved.

As addressed above, different values are an essential feature to consider in the context of 
participatory scenario building, as they are at the core of decision-making  (Gudowsky & 
Peissl, 2016; Stilgoe et al., 2013; Swierstra et al., 2009). Although values were not directly 
addressed in the discussions, they, however, were present. Especially strong they appeared 
in the discussion related to mobility services in rural areas. People found them essential in  
maintaining vitality in rural areas. They were afraid that if services disappear, it becomes 
almost impossible to live and even more challenging to attract new people to move to rural 
areas. Many of the participants stated that they really value their life in those areas. Strong 
emphasis was also put on the social impacts of different mobility services. They included 
worries about intra-regional imbalances with mobility service provision, increasing ticket 
prices and their  implications of people's ability  to travel  and elderly  people's  ability  to 
utilize digital services. It can be said that scenarios create a space of opportunity to discuss 
values and participants hopes and fears for the future.  

The topic of the future of transportation services is after all, quite extensive and complex, 
so people might see it challenging to participate in discussion regarding the topic. It was 
visible in the citizen panels as most of the participants had links to transportation through 
their work or had a special interest in the topic. For example, one of the smaller groups in 
the first panel consisted of a vice mayor, a bus driver, a road planner, and a person who 
previously  worked  in  a  company  developing  technologies  for  self-driving  vehicles. 
Otherwise, the combination of participants was relatively mixed. The age distribution was 
between 27  and 71  years,  and  different  genders  were  represented.  The input  from the 
participants cannot be taken representative for the wider population, but as the idea was 
also to experiment how well non-experts can participate in a discussion about the future of 
transportation  and  validate  and  enrichen  the  scenarios  rather  than  gathering 
representative  citizen  opinion.  If  this  type  of  discussions  would  guide  direct  decision-
making, more emphasis should be put on representativeness. For example, randomized 
sampling would be a way to guarantee this, although it requires additional resources.

4.4 Participants’ views on participation

As the idea was also to study how participants experienced the workshop and how they, in 
general, see this kind of foresight activity, participants were sent an anonymous feedback 
questionnaire. About 40 percent of participants answered it, and almost all respondents 
found this kind of future discussion either important or very important. On a scale of 1-5,  
the mean was 4.3, and the mean score for the event quality was 4.0.

Many participants had some touchpoints with transportation; either they were working 
with  the topic  (vice  mayor,  bus driver)  or  were  enthusiastic  about  it  and followed the 
development. However, some participants were only regular transportation service users. 
The future of transportation is such a complex topic, so it is understandable that people 
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without any knowledge probably do not find it tempting to participate. Survey respondents 
also evaluated their own knowledge about the topic, and on a scale of 1-5, the mean was 
4.3, so they certainly felt that they have a good level of expertise in the topic. This was 
visible also on a question if they felt they learnt something new from the session. The mean 
score was 3.1, which supports that participants felt that they knew the topic well already.

Finland has a long tradition in citizen participation in land use planning, but in the field of  
mobility is rarer. According to our findings, people find participation in discussion about 
the  future  of  transportation  important  and  interesting.  It  indicates  that  new practices 
should be developed in this field. As changes transportation system might have even more 
dramatic  changes  in  people's  living  environments,  it  is  even  justifiable.  This  kind  of 
participatory  discussion  opens  the  discourse  towards  responsible  innovation  and  its 
different  features,  anticipation,  reflexivity,  inclusion and responsiveness (Stilgoe,  et  al., 
2013) and if they are embedded well, it might enable social learning within government 
institutions.
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5 Conclusions

The need for a  sustainable  transition  within the  transportation  system is  imminent  as 
greenhouse  gas  emissions  caused  by  transportation  have  to  be  cut  down.  There  is  a 
dominant perception that new mobility services have a big role in this. However, similarly 
as with all emerging technologies, they and their combined implications, non-linear and 
possibly  disruptive  development,  cause  significant  uncertainties  in  estimating  their 
impacts. Governing the development requires future-oriented system-level thinking and 
more  future-oriented  methodologies.  This  thesis  sought  to  study  how  intuitive  logics 
scenario  methodology performs in  envisioning the future  of  mobility  services  and how 
non-experts  can  contribute  to  the  scenario  process.  This  section  consists  of  the  main 
findings and limitation of the study and suggests the next steps for future research.

5.1 Summary of findings

First, scenarios are a good tool to explore possible development paths of the transportation 
system and mobility services. These services do not develop in isolation from the rest of 
society, so it is crucial to consider various drivers that can affect the development direction 
and  uncertainties  that  development  causes.  For  instance,  the  development  of  public 
finance, which was the other axis in the scenario matrix, may have tremendous impacts on 
the future of mobility services. Scenarios are not predictions of the future, but they are 
tools to provoke thinking about non-linear development and uncertain impacts that new 
emerging technologies might bring and can help make decisions to steer the development 
in a desirable direction.

Second,  non-experts  are  capable  of  participating  in  the  scenario  building  process  and 
increase  the output  quality.  They can bring in socially  robust  knowledge and everyday 
experience, which expert participants may lack and increase the quality of the scenarios. A 
typical  goal of participatory foresight is to gain validation to scenario descriptions, and 
non-experts can provide that. Non-experts are not similarly tied to generally considered 
development paths,  so  they can  provide "outside-of-the-box" ideas  to  scenarios,  which 
experts might be unable to see. Besides scenario development, citizen panels provided an 
excellent opportunity to discuss participants' views, values, and expectations related to the 
future of the mobility system. The future states provided a great frame for the discussion 
and alleviated it from the present. According to this study, people consider participation in 
discussions  related  to  the  future  of  transportation  important  and  interesting,  which 
highlights the need to develop permanent participatory processes.

5.2 Limitations and future research

In this study, the scenario period was ten years, which is a quite difficult time span for 
scenarios since it is that close that existing and already emerging technologies can create 
lock-ins in thinking and limit the scope of the scenarios  (Soria-Lara & Banister,  2017). 
Simultaneously it is relatively clear that no significant transformations can happen within 
that period. It is, however, so that people tend to overestimate the short-term impacts of  
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technologies  and underestimate  them in  the  long  run  (Jasanoff,  2003),  which  creates 
limitations to scenario studies, including this study.

Even  though  there  was  strong  emphasis  on  the  importance  of  these  kinds  of  future 
discussions and people were eager to participate was, the group of participants was rather 
small. More studies are needed about people willingness to participate. If participation has 
more direct links to decision-making, the representativeness should be emphasized more. 
In an ideal situation, participants would formulate a miniature of the population. In this 
study, the combination of participants was not representative, so their opinions cannot be 
considered representing views of the wider population. Previous literature states that those 
who have power are usually absent from discussions about preferable futures, limiting the 
possible impacts of  these discussions  (Cohen et  al.,  2018).  If  this  kind of  participation 
mainstreams,  the  combination  of  participants  has  to  be  more  carefully  constructed  to 
improve representativeness and tie  the discussion better  with innovation and decision-
making processes. Further research is needed about including experts and non-experts in 
the same discussion.

In order to steer the development towards the desirable direction, it is crucial to detect the 
leverages and points of action where decisions are needed. Intuitive logics scenarios are 
good in creating  future  states,  but  additional  methods are  needed to  discover  possible 
policy actions. For instance, backcasting is an excellent method to build roadmaps from 
the future towards the present (Neuvonen & Ache, 2017; Soria-Lara & Banister, 2017). The 
logical next steps are to continue the process with backcasting, which is done in the LIIKE-
PALO project.
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